Empirical studies involving the Implicit Association Test (IAT) have often revealed a general implicit preference for European-American as opposed to African-American stimuli. While it has been pointed out that this does not establish the existence of an implicit negative attitude toward the less preferred target concept, the existence (or absence) of such attitudes is empirically difficult to ascertain. We describe a computational model of performance on the race-IAT through which the influence of attitudinal positivity or negativity on expected IAT performance is explored using simulations in which the strengths and nature of target-attribute associations in memory are manipulated. results indicate that IAT effects readily emerge from different patterns of implicit associations without any need for absolutely positive or absolutely negative implicit attitudes. Pitting a simulation of the standard IAT against a simulated Sorting Paired features Task demonstrates an advantage for the latter in distinguishing each of the implied target-attribute associations.
Empirical studies involving the Implicit Association Test (IAT) have often revealed a general implicit preference for European-American as opposed to African-American stimuli. While it has been pointed out that this does not establish the existence of an implicit negative attitude toward the less preferred target concept, the existence (or absence) of such attitudes is empirically difficult to ascertain. We describe a computational model of performance on the race-IAT through which the influence of attitudinal positivity or negativity on expected IAT performance is explored using simulations in which the strengths and nature of target-attribute associations in memory are manipulated. results indicate that IAT effects readily emerge from different patterns of implicit associations without any need for absolutely positive or absolutely negative implicit attitudes. Pitting a simulation of the standard IAT against a simulated Sorting Paired features Task demonstrates an advantage for the latter in distinguishing each of the implied target-attribute associations.
The Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998 ) is a computer-administered test designed to assess automatic associations between concepts, where such associations are assumed to underlie implicit attitudes 1 to-ward or beliefs about attitude objects (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; . The test measures subjects' response times on a number of classification tasks which involve pressing a left or right key on a keyboard to classify sequentially presented stimuli (words or pictures) into one of two categories, each comprising a target concept (e.g., flower vs. insect) paired with an attribute concept (e.g., pleasant vs. unpleasant). The IAT relies on the assumption that association strengths between an attitude object and its attributes reflect the strength of the implicit attitude toward that object (Neumann & Seibt, 2001 ). Thus, a person with a negative attitude toward insects is taken to have a strong association between the concept of insect and some general evaluative attribute for negativity. The strengths of these associations are held to be largely responsible for people's response times on the classification tasks, with longer latencies for incompatible disjunctive category pairs (e.g., "insect or pleasant," "flower or unpleasant") than for compatible pairs (e.g., "flower or pleasant," "insect or unpleasant"). The mean difference in response times between trials for incompatible and compatible pairings is known as the IAT effect.
Of various applications of the IAT, the Race-IAT is particularly controversial because empirical results seem to suggest a prevalent implicit prejudice in favor of European-Americans over African-Americans (Greenwald et al., 1998) , given that longer response latencies were consistently observed in trials involving the category pairs "European-American or unpleasant" and "African-American or pleasant" than for trials involving "European-American or pleasant" and "African-American or unpleasant" (Frantz, Cuddy, Burnett, Ray, & Hart, 2004; Greenwald et al., 1998; Karpinski & Hilton, 2001; . While it might be tempting to interpret this as evidence for an implicit negative attitude toward the less preferred target concept, it is certainly not the only explanation (Brendl, Markman, & Messner, 2001; Greenwald et al., 1998) . For example, it might well be that both target concepts are positively evaluated, but with one more positive than the other, or conversely, that both are negatively evaluated, but with one more negative than the other. However, it is unclear how one would test this empirically (if at all) because there is no direct way of accessing either the qualitative (i.e., valence) or quantitative (i.e., strength) aspects of implicit attitudes (apart from using some implicit measure, which begs the question), and no practical way of systematically manipulating them in experiments. An experimenter could not, for instance, arrange for certain subjects to possess only positive (as opposed to only negative) evaluations for a pre-existing attitude object, nor control the degree to which subjects might endorse a certain attitude toward that object (e.g., preferring one target twice as much as another). It is possible that one might be able to manipulate the valence and strength of implicit attitudes with classical conditioning (Olson & Fazio, 2001; Olson & Fazio, 2002) by arranging for novel associations between previously unknown attitude objects to be formed through frequent pairing with other strongly valenced stimuli. However, we would still be unable to manipulate pre-existing associations such as implicit racial attitudes on the Race-IAT.
On the other hand, if a computational model can be shown to replicate IAT effects, it might make a suitable platform for conducting virtual experiments to explore a range of issues relating to IAT performance. We have developed such a model (Quek & Ortony, 2011 )-a model that incorporates representations of concepts and their associative relationships in memory in an associative network. By altering the strengths, nature (excitatory or inhibitory), and directions of associa-tions between concept representations, the model supports the sort of attitudinal manipulations necessary for conducting simulated experiments. While the computational model was initially developed to explore different mechanisms underlying human performance on the IAT, our focus in this article is on its utility for performing virtual experiments. Whereas one of our goals is to show that IAT effects can emerge from various other configurations of associations, and not just those that might be taken to imply the presence of negative attitudes, we are also interested in exploring various other factors that might be contributing to performance on the IAT (De Houwer, Teige-Mocigemba, Spruyt, & Moors, 2009; Mierke & Klauer, 2003) . Such factors include differences in stimulus familiarity (Dasgupta, McGhee, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2000; Ottaway, Hayden, & Oakes, 2001) , salience asymmetries between target concepts (Rothermund & Wentura, 2004) , extra-personal knowledge about prevailing cultural norms (Karpinski & Hilton, 2001) , cognitive fluency (McFarland & Crouch, 2002) , and the presence of stereotype threat (Frantz et al., 2004) . In addition, subjects have been known to employ various strategies (which they might discover spontaneously as they go through the IAT) that facilitate their responses, such as focusing on stimuli that are instances of just the two concepts in the left combined category, while keeping in mind a mental note to relegate all other non-focal stimuli to the right response (Sriram & Greenwald, 2009 ). These factors and strategies would need to be taken into account in the case of an actual experiment involving human subjects, whereas in the case of a simulation, they could be isolated from the main influence of the automatic associations being studied. In light of the above, we first set out to simulate the influence of different configurations of associations, and only then to extend the model to explore the effects of some of the other proposed factors and strategies, as well as other sources of method-specific variance on the IAT.
moDelinG anD simulation overvieW
The computational model employs a localist connectionist network (see, e.g., Page, 2000) that emulates the multiple processing pathways beginning from the initial perception of a visual stimulus (in our case, a word or image) to the automatic activation of associated concepts in memory, and from these concepts to a motor response (i.e., a left or right key-press). Nodes in this network represent semantically meaningful entities (e.g., input stimuli, target concepts and their associated attributes, action tendencies, and motor actions), while connections between nodes encode the strength (magnitude), nature (excitatory or inhibitory), and direction of the associations. The network can be represented formally as a graph G = {V, E} with nodes V and connections or edges, E. For simplicity, each node v i is defined as a tuple comprising a semantically meaningful label or meme name i representing a particular concept, and a quantity x i representing its activation level:
Similarly, connections or edges between nodes are defined as:
where w i,j is the connection weight or strength from node v i to v j . Unless otherwise stated, weights are initialized to either 0.5 or -0.5, depending on whether the associations are meant to be excitatory or inhibitory, prior to the application of a random perturbation factor (see below). Information is propagated through the network over successive iterations via a propagation rule that is defined as:
where α is the gain (set to 0.2) and δ is a decay parameter (set to 0.001) that reduces activation over time. We selected parameter values in these ranges to ensure that activation levels do not saturate prematurely and yet have sufficient momentum to accumulate. In this way, activation spreads to v i from each neighbor v j at a rate proportional to w j,i (which can be thought of as the conductance of the connection) in each time step, and in the absence of input, activation levels of inactive nodes will gradually recede back to zero. In the course of our work, we have experimented with various alternative forms of equation (3), and found them all to work comparably (provided activation increases monotonically with the summation term), so the choice of the eventually deployed algorithm is less critical than its topology.
SIMUlATInG vIrTUAl SUbJECTS
Each virtual subject model has three components: an Associative Network, a Task Mapper and a Response Generator (see Figure 1 ), all of which are represented in the network architecture defined above. The Associative Network comprises nodes that represent target and attribute concepts, and edges representing associations between them. The Task Mapper dynamically transmits activation levels of concepts from the Associative Network to the Response Generator, which generates one of the two motor responses (i.e., the simulated activity of actually pressing a key). Each virtual subject is represented by a network of the described topology, but with the initial connection weights randomly perturbed with Gaussian noise of ~N(0, 0.1 2 ) so as to produce a varied sample of simulated subjects. With an initial weight w j,i of ±0.5, these perturbations result in a majority (95%) of connections across subject populations having weights in the [0.3, 0.7] or [-0.7, -0.3] range. These random perturbations were introduced to ensure that the data generated from groups of simulated subjects were not dependent on specific values of associative strengths.
MAPPInG STIMUlI To ConCEPTS
The standard input stimuli for the Race-IAT are names or pictures of (presumed-tobe unfamiliar) European-American or African-American individuals, and words belonging to the semantic fields pleasant or good (e.g., happy, wonderful, joy), and unpleasant or bad (e.g., evil, horrible, hurt) . The nodes representing stimulus pictures or words have a directed connection to nodes representing their corresponding target concepts-AFRICAN-AMERICAN (AA) and EUROPEAN-AMERICAN (EA), and generic evaluative attributes for positivity (POS) and negativity (NEG). So, for instance, the presentation of a European-American stimulus activates a concept node
corresponding to a European-American individual, which in turn activates the concept EA, and the presentation of the word wonderful activates the concept node WONDERFUL, which in turn increases the activation level of POS. In all cases, the path lengths from input nodes to EA, AA, POS or NEG are the same.
ASSoCIATIonS bETWEEn TArGET And ATTrIbUTE ConCEPTS
The implicit associations between target and attribute concepts are represented as connections 2 between all four target-attribute pairs, namely EA↔POS, EA↔NEG, AA↔POS, and AA↔NEG. By manipulating these connections, considerable freedom in the configuration of associations is afforded (as outlined in Table 1 for the simulations in the rest of this article). For instance, a positive attitude toward AA could be represented as an excitatory AA↔POS association, or an inhibitory AA↔NEG association, or both, such that activation of the AA concept would increase the activation of POS, but reduce the activation of NEG.
MAPPInG ConCEPTS To rESPonSE CUES for dIffErEnT TASKS
The Task Mapper functions as a network switchboard that dynamically transmits accumulated activation from the target concepts and their evaluative attributes to the nodes cue L and cue R -nodes that indicate that a response is required. For example, if the current task requires a left key-press for "African-American or pleasant," and a right key-press for "European-American or unpleasant," the Task Mapper would establish connections from the concept nodes AA and POS to cue L and from EA and NEG to cue R . The assigned connections remain active throughout each block of trials, but are reconfigured for each of the subsequent task blocks, as shown in Table 2 . In this way, the dynamically formed connections represent fIGUrE 1. Schematic of computational model for simulating virtual subjects' performance on the Implicit Association Test.
2. For simplicity, these associations are assumed to be bi-directional, and implemented as a pair of directed edges in opposite directions (e.g., EA→POS is implemented as two connections, EA→POS and POS→EA). subjects' awareness of and adherence to the instructions for each task block and the temporary association of concept categories to the left and right response cues. To some extent, this reconfiguration process is an emulation of task-set switching (Klauer & Mierke, 2005) , and is compatible with the suggestion that dynamically switching connections from one task block to another causes a temporary association (i.e., acquired meaning, see De Houwer, 2001) of positive or negative valence to a left or right response.
rESPonSE GEnErATIon
The Response Generator part of the network is an implementation of the cue-tendency-action (CTA) model (Revelle, 1986) , which is itself a re-parameterization of Atkinson and Birch's (1970) dynamics of action theory. The CTA model captures the dynamic interactions between conflicting action tendencies and incompatible actions, as well as the inertial properties of action tendencies and actions themselves. Using the CTA model as a template, two response generation pathways for the left and right key-presses are created. Activation of cue L and cue R spreads to nodes representing their respective action-tendencies, tendency L and tendency R , which provides excitation to action L and action R , the motor responses of pressing the left or right key. The reduction in action-tendencies that results from the successful completion of the corresponding actions is a form of negative feedback (i.e., consummation, in Figure 1 ). In the present context, this captures the fact that pressing a key satisfies the need to produce a response, which, together with the mutual inhibition between the two competing actions (i.e., pressing left vs. right) ensures that only one of the two actions will be performed. Thus, in effect, CTA plays the role of an action arbitration and selection mechanism. 
PErforMInG THE TASK
The interactions between the above mechanisms and representations result in a competition between all propagation pathways originating from stimulus input nodes and terminating in the response nodes. The first output node to reach a threshold 3 is taken as the winning motor response. For example, suppose the task requires a left response for European-American stimuli or pleasant words and a right response for African-American stimuli or unpleasant words. When a European-American stimulus is presented to the model, the concept EA is activated, and activation is transmitted to cue L in the Response Generator. However, if the simulated subject was initially configured with a stronger association between EA and NEG, activation would also be transmitted to cue R , leading to competition with cue L . This competition between the left and right response cues reduces the degree to which activation accumulates in the left response node, action L , and consequently more time is required for it to reach its threshold. This slowdown is expected to have a significant impact on the IAT effect being measured. 3. The response threshold is defined as the activation level that a response node must reach in order for an action to be executed. For simplicity, it is set to the maximum activation level of 1.0 for the simulations described.
simulation 1: the raCe-iat
To the extent that IAT effects can be explained in terms of different patterns of associations between concepts in memory, if we configure the network to represent a particular pattern of associations, the model ought to be able to reproduce the corresponding behaviors that are observed in experiments involving human subjects. As a proof of concept for the computational model, the purpose of the first simulation was to demonstrate that by using the propagation algorithm running over the network described above, IAT effects can indeed arise merely from differences in automatic associations.
ProCEdUrE
Twenty-five simulated subjects, each with its own unique associative network, were assigned to four groups, differing only in their association configurations. The four configurations were (a) "Like EA, Dislike AA"-excitatory EA↔POS and AA↔NEG associations, inhibitory EA↔NEG and AA↔POS associations; (b) "Like AA, Dislike EA"-excitatory AA↔POS and EA↔NEG associations, inhibitory AA↔NEG and EA↔POS associations; (c) "Like/Dislike Both"-equal EA↔POS, EA↔NEG, AA↔POS and AA↔NEG associations; and (d) "Like/Dislike Neither"-no associations, that is, connection weights with a mean of zero, between target concepts and evaluative attributes. Configurations (a) and (b) were experimental conditions while (c) and (d) were control conditions. The association configurations for all conditions are summarized in the upper panel of Table 1 . Weights in each configuration were perturbed with Gaussian noise, together with all other connections in the network.
Each virtual subject was put through five standard IAT tasks (see Table 2 ), namely, the Initial Target Concept Discrimination task (ITCD), Associated Attribute Discrimination task (AAD), Initial Combined Task (ICT), Reversed Target Concept Discrimination task (RTCD), and the Reversed Combined Task (RCT). On each trial, each simulated subject was presented with a simulated verbal or pictorial stimulus and the number of iterations taken to produce a response was recorded. The number of iterations was then transformed into a simulated response time (in milliseconds) using a linear scaling factor of 24 ms per time step. This scaling factor was selected so as to yield mean response times in the region of 600 ms (which is comparable to those reported by Greenwald et al., 1998) . In this way, mean response times across all subjects and conditions were scaled to the same order of magnitude as those reported in experiments with human subjects. The IAT effect was then computed as the difference in mean response times between the ICT and RCT blocks. Table 3 . Just as in actual experiments with human subjects (e.g., Greenwald et al., 1998; Klauer, Voss, Schmitz, & Teige-Mocigemba, 2007) , response latencies were longer for combined tasks in which target-attribute pairings were incompatible with the association configurations, while latencies for tasks in which the pairings were compatible with the association configurations were similar to those on non-combined task blocks (i.e., ITCD, AAD, and RTCD). To ensure replicability, the simulation was conducted ten times, and a consistent pattern of results was observed across the ten runs (Table 3 , column II).
dISCUSSIon Simulation 1 demonstrates that the computational model is indeed capable of simulating the emergence of IAT effects. Furthermore, considering that the manipulations in this simulation were made only in terms of the differences in association configurations across experimental conditions, this simulation demonstrates the feasibility that a computational model of this form can be used to conduct virtual experiments that require manipulating the magnitude, nature (excitatory or inhibitory), and direction of such associations in memory. As we had discussed, this is generally difficult to achieve with human subjects in actual experiments-and certainly for the Race-IAT (Joy-Gaba & Nosek, 2010)-even though it is sometimes possible to establish new associations between attitude objects and strongly vafIGUrE 2. response times across task blocks for association configurations (a) to (d) in Simulation 1. left panels: association configurations. right panels: mean response times for each task block, and IAT effects (i.e., difference in response times of ICT and rCT blocks). Error bars: standard deviations.
lenced stimuli through classical conditioning (Olson & Fazio, 2001; Olson & Fazio, 2002) .
simulation 2: Positivity anD neGativity of imPliCit attituDes
In the second simulated experiment, we examine the possibility that IAT effects could emerge as a result of various other association configurations in addition to those belonging to experimental conditions (a) and (b) in the first simulation. In particular, we sought to determine whether IAT effects could be obtained in virtual subjects configured with either only positive or only negative attitudes toward both target concepts.
ProCEdUrE
This simulation was conducted in the same manner as the first, but instead of the configurations in (a) to (d), four different configuration groups were tested (see the lower panel of Table 1 ). These are defined and labeled as: (e) "Like EA more than AA"-stronger EA↔POS associations than AA↔POS, no associations with NEG; (f) "Like AA more than EA"-stronger AA↔POS associations than EA↔POS, no associations with NEG; (g) "Dislike EA more than AA"-stronger EA↔NEG associations than AA↔NEG, no associations with POS; and (h) "Dislike AA more than EA"-stronger AA↔NEG associations than EA↔NEG, no associations with POS. In these four configurations, stronger associations were initialized with weights of 0.8, whereas weaker associations were initialized with weights of 0.2. These weights were perturbed with Gaussian noise, together with the other connections in the network, as described earlier. As in Simulation 1, 25 simulated subjects were assigned to each configuration group, and put through all five standard IAT tasks (Table 2) . Response latencies and IAT effects were determined in the same manner as in the previous simulation.
rESUlTS
Response times for all task blocks and magnitudes of the IAT effect in the four configurations are shown in Figure 3 . All four groups showed significant IAT effects. In (e) a preferential evaluation of European-American stimuli was observed, t(24) = 14.3, p < .001, and likewise, for (h), t(24) = 10.6, p < .001. In (f) a preferential evaluation of African-American stimuli was observed, t(24) = -12.0, p < .001, and likewise for (g), t(24) = -12.0, p < .001. Summary statistics for all four conditions are shown in column I of Table 3 . No significant differences were found between (e) and (h), t(44) = -0.004, p = 0.997, or between (f) and (g), t(48) = 0.134, p = 0.894. Just as in Simulation 1, the simulation was conducted ten times to ensure replicability, and a consistent pattern of results was observed across all replications (Table 3 , column II).
fIGUrE 3. response times across task blocks for association configurations (e) to (h) in Simulation 2. left panels: association configurations. right panels: mean response times for each task block, and IAT effects (i.e., difference in response times of ICT and rCT blocks). Arrow thickness: relative associative strengths. Error bars: standard deviations.
dISCUSSIon Consistent with the suggestions of Brendl et al. (2001) and others, the fact that IAT effects were observed in the absence of any associations between target concepts and negative attributes in conditions (e) and (f) suggests that the presence of a negative implicit attitude (if such attitudes are taken to be associations between concepts in memory) is not a prerequisite for an observed IAT effect. Similarly, results of conditions (g) and (h) indicate that it is not necessary for there to be a positive implicit attitude toward either of the target concepts for there to be an IAT effect. Furthermore, despite their different configurations, condition (e), in which EA and AA were not connected to NEG, and condition (h), in which EA and AA were not connected to POS, had similar patterns of response latencies and IAT effects that could be interpreted as a preference for European-American stimuli. Thus, it is not possible to differentiate between these two association configurations on the basis of their performance on the simulated IAT. Similarly, both (f) and (g) displayed comparable IAT effects that could be interpreted as a preference for African-American stimuli, despite having different association configurations. Therefore, the fact that an IAT effect is observed in an individual (simulated or otherwise) offers at best a partial glimpse into the characteristics of the underlying associations between the concepts in question.
variants of the iat
The results of Simulations 1 and 2 indicate that, because of the ambiguity with respect to the source of the IAT effect in terms of the association configurations, the test might not be the best way of assessing implicit attitudes. In our case, we have generated IAT effects in the absence of associations of AA with NEG, or EA with POS, which is consistent with the idea that an IAT effect in favor of EuropeanAmerican might just as easily be the result of, in our terms, stronger EA↔POS than AA↔POS associations, stronger AA↔NEG than EA↔NEG associations, the absence of EA↔NEG or AA↔POS associations, or any combinations of these (Brendl et al., 2001; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006) . The standard IAT is unable to disambiguate between these different alternatives, as illustrated in Figure 4 The BIAT is an abridged variant of the IAT that has only two task blocks. Instead of two combined categories, subjects are instructed in the first task block to keep in mind various exemplars from two focal categories (e.g., a short list of pleasant words, and an instruction to pay attention to only pictures of African-American individuals), and to press a focal key for any stimulus that matches either of the focal categories, or a non-focal key for all other stimuli (e.g., non-pleasant words or pictures of European-American individuals). In the second block, the two tar-get concepts are swapped over (for more details, see Sriram & Greenwald, 2009 ). Conceptually, the BIAT is equivalent to determining the relative location of POS along the EA-AA continuum, or in other words, which of EA or AA is more closely associated with POS, as illustrated in Figure 4 (b). The same logic applies when unpleasant is the focal attribute in a second BIAT with the same target concepts.
The SC-IAT is similar to the BIAT, but it does away with the focal versus nonfocal distinction and assesses only a single target concept at a time, as shown in Figure 4 (c). For example, subjects classify input stimuli into the categories "European-American or pleasant" or "unpleasant" in one task block, and "pleasant" or "European-American or unpleasant" in a different block. Consequently, the comparison is not between the two target concepts per se, but between the two evaluative attributes. Conceptually, this is equivalent to determining the location of EA on the POS-NEG continuum, independently of AA, and vice versa, as shown in Figure 4 (c). In other words, while BIAT is relative vis-à-vis the target concepts, in that it seeks to determine whether POS or NEG is (independently) more closely associated with EA as compared to AA, the SC-IAT is relative vis-à-vis attribute concepts, in that it seeks to determine whether EA or AA is (independently) more closely associated with POS as compared to NEG. Thus, in principle, comparing the scores of two SC-IATs (with EA and AA as their respective target concepts) or two BIATs (with POS as a focal attribute in the first and NEG in the second) should enable all four pairs of associations to be identified.
The considerably more complex SPF task (Bar-Anan et al., 2009 ) requires subjects to sort pairs of stimuli, each comprising a target concept exemplar and an attribute concept word (e.g., the word wonderful and a picture of a person are displayed on screen simultaneously), into one of four combined conjunctive categories. Each combined category, located in one of the four corners of the screen, corresponds to one of the four possible target-attribute pairings (i.e., "European-American + pleasant," "European-American + unpleasant," "African-American + pleasant," and "Af- rican-American + unpleasant"). The mean response latencies for sorting the paired stimuli into each combined category are expected to be inversely proportional to the strengths of the corresponding implied implicit associations (i.e., EA↔POS, EA↔NEG, AA↔POS, and AA↔NEG).
The apparent advantage of the SPF over the other IAT variants discussed above lies in its purported ability to identify or tease apart each of the four automatic associations in question, as illustrated in Figure 4(d) , although the strength of each inferred associations can only be interpreted in relation to the other three (BarAnan et al., 2009 ). This possibility, and the fact that we currently know much less about the SPF than we do about other implicit measures, seemed to merit further study. For this reason, in the following section, the computational model is modified and expanded to simulate human performance on the SPF. Our aim is to evaluate the possibility that this variant of the IAT can indeed identify and measure each of the different pairs of automatic associations, independently of the others.
simulation 3: the sortinG PaireD features task
In order to simulate the Sorting Paired Features Task, it is necessary to extend the network model employed in Simulations 1 and 2 with two additional (and competing) CTA response pathways (to make a total of four), and to configure the task mappings for each of the four responses (i.e., top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right) . The modified network model is shown in Figure 5 , while the updated task mappings for each of the four task blocks on the SPF and their assignment to different corners of the screen are shown in Table 4 .
ProCEdUrE
The simulation was conducted in the same manner as Simulations 1 and 2. Twenty-five simulated subjects were assigned to each of the eight configuration groups (a) to (h) defined earlier (Table 1) . Each simulated subject was put through all four task blocks on a Race-SPF test. These four task blocks exist only for the purpose of cycling the four combined categories through all four corners of the screen to control for screen placement effects. To emulate the presentation of each stimulus pair (comprising a pleasant or unpleasant word, together with a picture of a European-American or African-American individual), the input nodes corresponding to each of the conjuncts of the stimulus pair were activated simultaneously, instead of just a single input node in the case of the simulated IAT. The first response node to reach its activation threshold was identified as the winning response. Mean response latencies for each of the four possible target-attribute concept pairings were determined in the same manner as in the previous simulations, but with a larger scaling factor (80 ms per time step) so as to transform the number of iterations taken (by each network to produce a response) into response times that are of the same order of magnitude as those reported in Bar-Anan et al. (2009) . Once this was done, no further computations were necessary, as there is no analog of the IAT effect for the SPF that needs to be evaluated; the mean response latencies for the four combined categories are themselves deemed to reflect the strengths of the corresponding automatic associations between each target-attribute concept pair.
rESUlTS
Mean response times for the four combined categories across all task blocks, broken down according to each of the association configurations are shown in Figure  6 and summarized in Table 5 . In configuration (a), consistent with the results of Simulation 1, response latencies were faster for the combined categories of "European-American + pleasant" and "African-American + unpleasant," and slower for those of "African-American + pleasant" and "European-American + unpleasant." The converse was true for configuration (b). Both control groups (c) and (d) showed similar response latencies across all task blocks, but in the case of (c), the mean latency was faster than that of (d), which is arguably due to a facilitating effect from the equal and positive associations (random perturbations notwithstanding) between all target-attribute concept pairs in (c).
In configuration (e), the fastest responses were for the pair "European-American + pleasant," which was expected from the pre-configured associative strength of 0.8 for EA↔POS. The next quickest responses were for the pair "African-American + pleasant," which was expected from the pre-configured associative strength of 0.2 for AA↔POS. The remaining two combined categories "European-American + unpleasant" and "African-American + unpleasant" had response latencies that were similar to those obtained in control configuration (d), which was expected from the fact that their corresponding associations (i.e., EA↔NEG and AA↔NEG) were pre-configured with weights of zero. A pattern similar to (e) was observed for (f), (g), and (h), in each of which the fastest responses occurred for the target-attribute concept pair that had the strongest pre-configured associative strength of 0.8 (as opposed to 0.2). fIGUrE 6. Simulated response latencies across the four target-attribute combined categories on the race-SPf for association configurations (a) to (h) defined in Table 1 . Error bars: standard deviations.
dISCUSSIon Simulation 3 demonstrates the capacity of the SPF to tease apart the four associations corresponding to the target-attribute concept pairings, especially in the case of association configurations (e), (f), (g), and (h). In Simulation 2, despite having different configurations, both (e) and (h) had similar IAT scores (Table 3) indicating a preference for EA stimuli. Thus, while the IAT was unable to differentiate between them, the SPF could. The same is true of conditions (f) and (g), both having similar IAT effects in favor of the same target concept despite being initialized with different configurations, but which can be disambiguated by the SPF.
We can now ask whether the SPF can provide an assessment of the strength of each association. It would seem from the above simulation that sorting each target-attribute pair by ascending order of response times would produce a ranking that matches the descending order of their initially configured associative strengths. For instance, sorting response latencies in condition (g) produces the order EA-NEG, AA-NEG, EA-POS, AA-POS, which matches their initially configured associative strengths of 0.8, 0.2, 0, 0, in that order. However, one could not infer from this order that EA↔POS and AA↔POS were initially configured with associative strengths of zero. In order to do this, the simulation results for control condition (d), in which all target-attribute associations were initialized to zero, have to be used as a baseline. When we do this, the associations of targetattribute combined categories whose response latencies do not differ significantly from their counterparts in (d) can be taken as zero. In the case of configuration (g), applying this method suggests that EA↔POS and AA↔POS can be inferred as having insignificant associative strengths. However, such a comparison is possible only when a set of response latencies such as (d) is available as a baseline. While relatively easy to achieve in simulation, it would not be feasible to obtain such a baseline from an actual SPF involving human subjects, as it would entail setting pre-existing target-attribute associations to zero for a group of control subjects. One could arguably conduct an SPF with two novel attitude objects and then utilize the resulting response latency scores as a surrogate baseline against which Race-SPF response latencies could be compared. Unfortunately this makes for a poor comparison because the target concepts across the two SPF tests are obviously different. Nevertheless, this might suffice as an interim solution. For more general purposes that only require the identification of the relative strengths of each of the four target-attribute associations (as opposed to identifying them in absolute terms), our simulation results suggest that the SPF does indeed have greater resolving power than the IAT.
General DisCussion
The results of our simulations suggest that the standard IAT cannot differentiate between IAT effects induced by a positive attitude toward one target concept and a negative attitude toward the other, or between positive attitudes for both target concepts (but with one more positive than the other), or between negative attitudes for both (with one more negative than the other). Thus it seems that an unambiguous interpretation of IAT effects is not possible. IAT variants such as the Single Category IAT and the Sorting Paired Features Task go some way toward addressing this problem, even though these measures assess only relative associative strengths. For instance, Simulation 3 suggests that the SPF is capable of distinguishing IAT effects caused by, for example, strong EA↔POS associations, from those induced by strong AA↔NEG associations. Similarly, one might expect the SC-IAT to be able to determine whether a target concept is more closely associated with POS or with NEG, independently of other target concepts. It might be objected that a weakness of our model is the seemingly arbitrary values that were initially assigned to the connection weights. One response to this criticism would be to note that despite the Gaussian perturbations randomly applied to these values, simulated subjects in all of the experimental groups in Simulations 1 and 2 showed IAT effects, suggesting that the initial weights are probably not critical. This might appear counterintuitive, but in fact it is consistent with data from the real world indicating that thousands of people from all walks of life (which can be thought of as an analog of randomly distributed weights) routinely display significant IAT effects (Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009; Nosek et al., 2002) . Obviously, it is not possible to assign initial values to connection weights on the basis of empirical data about actual implicit association strengths, because such data are not available. If they were, there would be no need for implicit measures in the first place! Another criticism is that in modeling virtual subjects, we have not emphasized a distinction between automatic and controlled processes , despite the recognized importance of this distinction (Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, & Groom, 2005; Mierke & Klauer, 2001) . Nor have we attempted to deal with issues related to the role of selective attention (Fazio, 2001; Roskos-Ewoldsen & Fazio, 1992; Rothermund & Wentura, 2004) , or cognitive load (Snyder-Tapp & Dale, 2009 ). Effects resulting from other causes (apart from association configurations), such as asymmetries in target and attribute salience (Rothermund & Wentura, 2001; Rothermund & Wentura, 2004) or familiarity (Ottaway et al., 2001) , the influence of non-focal features other than valence (De Houwer, 2001) , and task-set switching overheads (Klauer & Mierke, 2005) , remain to be explored. Arguably, task instructions might themselves be regarded as input stimuli, since subjects need to attend to issues such as the location of category labels in the upper corners of the display, which effectively make the IAT a multi-input task. Addressing these issues in our model would involve augmenting the network with nodes representing IAT tasks that would dynamically alter connection weights from attitude objects to the response cues, instead of assigning these weights before each task.
At this moment, our simulation of the Sorting Paired Features Task amounts to little more than proof of concept. Because of its complexity, there are several reasons why the SPF would warrant a separate and more detailed treatment from the simpler IAT variants. First, all four possible target-attribute pairings are in focus, which renders the use of spontaneous strategies that rely on the heuristic of mentally assigning certain concepts to focal or non-focal groups (Rothermund & Wentura, 2001; Sriram & Greenwald, 2009 ) unfeasible. Second, in the IAT, because the combined categories are disjunctive, classification can be simply achieved on the basis of only a partial match. However, because in the SPF the combined categories are conjunctive rather than disjunctive, a complete match with both categories is mandatory, and thus modeling performance will be more involved due to the need to accommodate different processing strategies (e.g., hierarchical vs. sequential searches).
The computational model we have described is generic in that it can be reconfigured for any type or number of input stimuli by the simple insertion of new input nodes or the relabeling of existing ones. The same can be done to configure the model for different target concepts and attributes to simulate versions of the IAT for other domains (e.g., age, sexual preferences, self-esteem, identity, and wellbeing). In addition, just as in the case of the SPF, extending the model to simulate the Single Category IAT or the Brief IAT would require slight modifications to accommodate the new task mappings (in the case of SC-IAT) or the mapping of nonfocal stimuli to the alternative response (in the case of BIAT). Extending the model along these lines might offer additional insight into the inner workings of implicit social cognition and how they might influence behavior and decision making.
In conclusion, whereas one cannot realistically expect to build simulations that take into account all possible strategic alternatives in the processing of implicit attitudes (or any other complex cognitive tasks for that matter), we think that the sort of simulations we have described have the potential to provide useful insights into the kinds of processes that are possible or even likely to be implicated. We believe that such simulations are a useful way of concretizing theoretical models-in the present case, the role of automatic associations in implicit attitudes. We also think that they can provide data of a kind that might sometimes be difficult to collect in laboratory studies. In the present case, this was demonstrated by our simulations of IAT effects arising from particular configurations of implicit associations, the existence of which would be difficult to find or confirm in human subjects.
